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RYLLA* 

Roderick A. Hyde 
Physics Department, Lawrence Limmore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550 

This paper describes a computer code, RYLLA, which models the depositon of x-rays 
into thin metal slabs, and transports the resulting photoelectrons, finding the distribution 
of electrons leaving the slab from both the front and back surfaces. The slab must be 
homogeneous, but can contain a mixture of up to 5 different elements. Due to the short 
electron mean free path at low electron energies, RYLLA should be used only for studying 
thin slabs, roughly < 100 mo/cm2 for low Z metals, and < 10 mg/cm* for high Z metals. 
X-ray energies should be in the range of 1 to 150 kev, as they are deposited only via 
photoionization and Compton scattering processes. Following pbotoionization, a hole exists 
in the electron cloud of the absorbing atom. This fills either by Auger or fluoresence, 
resulting in lower energy holes which are also filled. Fluoresence photons are transported 
and absorbed in the same manner as the primary photons, except that they are isotropically 
origined. Once all photons have been transported and absorbed, and all holes have been 
filled, a space- and energy-dependent electron source spectrum has been obtained. This is 
used in a discrete ordinate expansion solution of the 1-D transport equation, which gives 
the output electron spectra at the two slab surfaces. 

This paper discusses both the physics and coding of RYLLA. Examples of user input 
will be given, as will some comparisons with other codes. 
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Deposition and Transport of X-Rajrs 

This section covers the x-ray source specification, and the transport and deposition 
of these x-rays. X-rays resulting from fluoresence and Compton scattering are also trans
ported and deposited. 

There currently exist 4 different ways to specify an x-ray source spectrum. These all 
assume a steady state spectrum; due to the short transit time for high energy electrons 
through the thin slabs of interest, this assumption is valid even for picosecond-scale x-ray 
flux variations. 

The incoming x-rays may be inclined to the slab normal; their intensity as given in the 
x-ray input is always referenced to an area normal to the incoming beam, not necessarily 
normal to the slab. 
Option 1 : 

This is shrouded in antiquity, it is basically a histogram of beam intensity as a function 
of x-ray energy. It consists of pairs of numbers written in E20.10 format, the first being a 
photon energy and the second a flux. Let's illustrate: 

7.25OOO000O0E+00 1.2300000O00E-O4 
8.3290O00000E+00 1.2300000000E-04 
8.3300000000E+00 2.3100000000E-04 
9.170OOO00OOE+O0 2.3100000000E-04 
9.1800000000E+00 0. 

This consists of two energy bins: from 7.25 to 8.33 kev the source is 1.23 x 10"*, while 
from 8.33 to 9.18 kev it is 2.31 x 10"*. 

Units are kev for photon energy, and calftcm* aeckev) for beam intensity Notice that 
the histogram tops must be flat. Another restriction is that the energy spectrum must be 
in order and continuous; you can't have photons from 5-15 kev, a blank section, and then 
more x-rays from 5ft 75 kev. Input stops with the first 0.0 flux entry. The input spectrum 
is read from a file named JASON. 

Basically the only reason for using this input option is if one is generating the spectrum 
with a code which uses this format. 



Option 2 ; 
This generates a Planckian spectrum with a specified temperature in *«>, and a specified 

intensity in cai/(em5 tec). 
Option 3 : 

This generates a monoenergetic source with a specified energy in kev, and a specified 
intensity in cai/[cm2 tec). 
Option 4 : 

This is used for energy-dependent input spectra; as in Option 1, the input must be in 
a file named JASON. Input consists of pairs of numbers written in E12.4 format, the first 
being an energy and the second & flux. Let's illustrate: 

7.2500E+00 1.23O0E-O4 
8.S30&E+0& 2.3M*5E^04 
9.1800E+00 4.5320E-04 
1.1230E+01 3.4500E-04 
1.1240E+01 0. 

In this option, a pair of numbers indicates that at the given energy the flux is as given 
by the second number. Linear nterpolation is assumed between energy values. Input 
is terminated by the first 0.0 flux. As in Option I, energies are in *«', and flux is in 
cat J {cm* sec kev). 

RYLLA uses an internal photon bin structure consisting of 200 energy bins, described 
by the group center energy, and the intensity in the bin in units of #{(em2 *«ckev). All the 
input options are first translated into this internal energy bin structure. 

For Option 1, fluxes are linearly interpolated between the centers of the input bins. For 
QfAvoa 1, tV\% spfctttum va TYITI htmi O.YTEMP to Vi.WEMP. For Option 3, the pijotous 
are put into the highest bin, so have a finite energy spread of about 0-005ENERGY. If 
you are trying to put the source just above or below an absorption edge, keep this finite 
effective bin width in mind. 

Once RYLLA has received an input x-ray spectrum and has converted it to the internal 
200 bin structure, it must transport and deposit the x-rays. Two basic processes are 
modelled, photoionization and Compton scattering. RYLLA is not designed to model 
gamma rays, so pair production is not treated. This omission is significant for photons 
with energy much greater than 1 MeV, particularly when high Z slab materials are being 
studied. 



Photoionization cross-sections are taken from I'J, Each element built into the code has 
stored energy level values. For each level, the photoionizatioD cross-section immediately 
above the edge is stored, along with a value ( usually between 2.5-3.0 ), indicating the 
exponent of the cross-section dropoff with energy above the given level. Between a level 
and the next highest one, the cross-section is found by interpolation with this exponent. 
The total photoionization cross-section is summed over all contributing elements. In the 
event that a photon energy is less than the lowest level stored for an element, the cross-
section is arbitrarily taken as the value at the level. Since we store levels to < 1.0 kev for 
each element, and we only handle electrons > 1.0 kev, this is not a problem. In addition 
to knowing the total photoionization cross-section at a given energy, we also need to know 
what fraction of the holes created are of what type. This is done with a procedure described 
on page viii of PI; let's illustrate with an example: 

Suppose an element has energy levels at 2, 5 and 10 kev, and cross-sections of 51 just 
above 2 kev, 100 just below 5 kev and 200 just above it, 50 just below 10 kev and 100 just 
above it. Then for energies. <C 5 kev we deposit all photons via level 1. But for energies 
between 5 and 10 kev we put 50% into level 1 and put 50% into level 2. For energies 
above 10 kev, we put 25% into level 1, 25% into level 2, and £0% into level 3. This 
procedure is easily extended to multiple elements. 

Coinpton scattering is not handled precisely by RYLLA. As will be discussed, a correct 
treatment greatly complicates the code; for the < 150 kev x-ray regime where RYLLA is 
meant to be used, Compton cross-sections are low. 

The reason that Compton is difficult to handle correctly is that the angular distribu
tions of the scattered x-ray and the electron are not isotropic. If we are using a nonnormal 
x-ray source, this immediately requires a two dimensional angle treatment for the electron 
transport, rather than the 1-D treatment used in RYLLA. Obviously 2-D photon transport 
is also required. Even with a normally incident x-ray source, you need 2-D photon transport 
to deal with Compton-scattered photons, e.g., for photons resulting from fluoresence. 

1 will avoid these complications by using a simplified Compton model. The cross 
sections are fit to values in W. The first simplification comes from treating the electron 
by its average properties, rather than the correct, directionally-dependent values. The 
electrons are assumed isotropic with energy 

This formula can be shown to be a good fit to the deposited energy data in PI as well as 
the theoretical result in pp. 630-640 of W. All of this energy is given to one electron, with 
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no vacant energy level left over. The scattered photon is given the remaining energy. The 
simple choices for its angular distribution are either isotropic or unscattered, or of course 
a mix. RYLLA is set up to do a nix of these two possibilities, with the current value set 
to full isotropic scattering. 

Now I'll discuss some transport and coding details for the x-rays. The slab is split into 
NX equi-sized spatial zones. The output of the photon transport package will be an array 
DEP{l,K), w.iich is the amount of photons in units of #/(em2aec) from bin / deposited 
into spatial zone K, This involves source x-rays, Compton scattered ones, and fluoresence 
photons. Let F^l60(/) be the energy of bin /, while FA6l(l) is the flux density of the input 
beam in bin /, refereacod to the source direction. Get the total cross-section CSTTL(l), 
and the Compton portion CSCMPT(I) for each bin. If CSCMPT is less than 0.2% of 
CSTTL, it is defined to be 0. Because fluoresence and Compton scattering create lower 
tsnergy photons, transport is done \jy looping trom trigb energy source TpVns down to the 
low ones. 

Assume we're depositing primary photon bin /. The amount of photons entering the 
slab in thk bin is FF61 

F F 6 l = FAM£DELE _ | _ 
TILT cm2 tee 

where DELE is the width of an energy bin in kev, and TILT is the secant of the source 
direction—this makes FF&l referenced to unit slab area. We exponentially deposit this 
beam into each zone K using cross-section CSTTL{l) TILT. The deposited photons incre
ment any already existing DEP(l,K)—due to Compton or fluoresence originating with 
higher energy source photons. At this point, the source photons from bin / have been 
deposited into DEP for bin /, but we must do Compton and fluoresence into lower energy 
tens ©i £>EP. 

First do Compton. The number of events in zone K and bin / is 

C„_CSCMPT(I)DEPU,K] # 3 l 

CSTTL(J) em* sec V ' 

The scattered photons correspond to x-ray bin MCMPT; they are transported with 
cross-section CSTTL(MCMPT) either isotropically or in the original beam direction, start
ing from zone K. We increment DEP(MCMPT,J) for all spatial zones / . The treatment 
of this transport is obvious for photons moving in the original beam direction, but the 
derivation of the isotropic case is given below. Suppose a photon starts at the origin 
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traveling isotropically. What's the probability that it will cross a plane at location z? Let 
9 be the photon direction relative to the plane. Then 

d / « * - " « " * 5 ^ t f (4) 

Integrate 9 from 0 to ?r/2: 

where £i is the exponential integral. By using this expression for flux through a plane, we 
can easily get deposition in zones. 

To treat fluoresence requires that we know bow many vacancies of all types are created 
by a DEP(1,K) event, and what fraction of them are filled by fluoresence rather than 
Auger decay. This question will be dealt with in the next section; for no w , assume that 
we know that C3 photons of bin M are created for each DEP{l,K). These *re transported 
and deposited into DBP(M, J), using the isotropic treatment given in Eqs. 4-6 with cross-
section CSTTJ\M) for each zone J. 
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Generation of Photoelectrons 

There are three ways in which electrons can be cre.ii.ed. The first and most important 
is by photoionization; the incident photon is absorbed by an bound electron at some energy 
level, creating a free electron. This electron is given an energy which is the difference of 
the x-ray's energy and that of the energy level. The next most important mechanism is 
via Auger filling of a vacant energy level. Finally Compton scattering produces an electron 
with a Fraction of the x-ray energy given by Eq. 1. 

The goat ct this code section is to start with the the depositkm &EP{l% ic) ot photons 
in energy bin / at spatial zone K f#/(cmJ *ec)], and to obtain a matrix TS(J,fC] giving 
the amount of electrons in bin J born at location K [#/(em2«ec}]. There is no electron 
transport done in this conversion, so the electrons are born at the same location K at 
which the deposition occurs. The energy bin structure for x-rays is not the same as used 
for electrons. We must create an electron bin structure, which will consist of nonuniform 
width bins ranging from a minimum cutoff energy (1.0 kev in RYLLA) up to the peak x-ray 
energy encountered. E(J) is the bin center energy of bin J; BLOW(J) & Et{CH(J) are the 
low and high boundaries, respectively. In principle, one can solve completely for DEP[[,K) 
and then enter a package to find TS(J,K), but RYLLA does the two jobs concurrently. 

First consider the photoionization electron. There are two ways to perforin the DEP 
to TS conversion. One technique is to consider in turn each electron bin J. Then the loop 
runs over all the energy levels; to produce an electron of energy E(J) requires an x-ray of 
energy greater than E[J) by the value of the level. So increment the flux intensity TS by 
that of DEP at the x-ray energy. Thi° procedure works very well for pure photoionization 
deposition, but is not very good when Auger decay is important. One must instead consider 
in turn each x-ray bin /, and by looping over all energy levels find what electrons are 
produced, putting them into the appropriate bins / . If done crudely, this procedure yields 
a very uneven TS spectrum. To avoid this and obtain the same smooth spectrum obtained 
by the first technique, you must take into account the proper overlapping of x-ray and 
electron bins due to their finite width. I'll describe the method used by RYLLA to hanJle 
this problem, but any similar technique should also work-

Consider photon bin / with energy FAQO(l). width DELE, and deposition DEP(l,K). 
Let some fraction of these photons interact with energy level ENGLEV, say C4 events. The 
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nominal electron energy created is thus 

BEE — FAW(I) - BNGLEV (7) 

Rather than dumping C74 electrons into the bin / corresponding io energy EEE, we 
apply a flux with intensity 

/ = p f £ g [ l 01143- 2.18639^], - .7 < v < .7 (8) 

E-EEE ( f l ) 

DELE 

By integrating this flux over electron energy E, we find the amount of electrons 
contributed to each bin / of TS{J,K). 

Compton scattering, at feast in the simplified treatment discussed in the last section, 
is easily handled. The amount of Compton events is given by 02 in Eq. 3. Each event 
produces one electron with energy given by Eq. 1. We find the bin corresponding to this 
energy and increment TS(MCEL,K). Because Compton is not a dominant effect, I do not 
go through the bin allocation procedure of Eqs. 8-9. 

Proper handling of the vacant energy levels created by primary photoionization is 
the most complex operation needed for the conversion of an x-ray flux into an electron 
generation spectrum. In order to account for Auger electrons, and transport via nuoresence, 
we must account for the rilling of initial vacancies, as well as subsequent ones. We loop 
first over all the elements involved in the problem; filling of a level by either Auger or 
fluoresenee must occur from another level of the same atom, so the different elements are 
uncoupled. Let a given element have LL active levels, i.e., ones with energy less than that 
of the x-ray under consideration. Loop over these levels from the most energetic ( K hole 
) down to the least energetic. Our goal is a vector ACTN(L) which is the # of holes of type 
L created by a given DEP{I,K) event. 

In the previous section, we discussed the calculation of photoionization cross-sections, 
and how cross-section allocation to the various energy levels was determined. Let CSi\L) 
be the cross-section of level L. Our first contribution to ACTN(L) is thus to increment it 
by 

Cf"M MO) 



to account for primary ionization. This completes ACTN{l) for this x-ray energy I, but 
there may already have been a contribution from hole-filling, following an initial vacancy 
in lower numbered level IA. So before leaving level L, we must see which higher-numbered 
levels hi are opened up when L fills. 

Associated with a level L is a number FWURP{L), which is the probability that the 
level fills by fluoresence rather than by Auger. I will take the values from I'l, and will 
assume that all N type or higher holes fill by Auger decay. 

We have (75 fluoresence events from level L for this photon 1: 

Cb = FLOURP(L)ACTN(L) (11) 

Wli.it levels does the fluoresanee occur from? These data will also be taken from IM. 
K holes fill from 3 places, the LH, LTII, and Mill holes with probabilities given in p530 
of I'l. All other holes are assumed to fill from one higher hole only. For the LI hole the 
filler is the Mill level, for LII it is MIV, and for an LIII hole it is MV. Filling of M type 
holes by fluoresence is approximated by filling from the continuum, ie a photon with the 
M hole energy is created, but no vacancy is left behind. The result of the above discussion 
is au array P(L,L2}, which contains the probabilities that the filling by fluoresence of level 
L occurs by creating a new vacancy in level Z.2. 

Fluoresence from level L oan be now treated by looping over all higher numbered levels 
Li. We increment ACTN{L2) by 

P(L,L2)FL0URP(L)ACTN(L) (12) 

We also create new fluoresence photons. C6 of them, with energy EFLPH 

C6 = P{L,L2)FL0URP[L)ACTN{L)DEP(T,K) * (13) 
cmr sec 

EFLPH = ELEV(L)-ELEV[L2) (14) 

where ELEV is a vector with the energy level values. We find the appropriate photon bin 
M, and transport the fluoresence photon isotropically, as was discussed at the end of the 
previous section. 

In addition to the C5 fluoresence events, we have C7 Auger transitions 

C7 — [1.0 - FLOVRP(L}\ ACTN(L) (15) 
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Auger data used in RYLT<A comes from Ml This reference covers K and L shell Auger 
for moderate to heavy elements, Z > 18. As a practical matter Auger decay of holes 
ic lower Z elements, and from M or higher levels from all elements, involves low energy 
electrons, so these transitions will be modeled simply. RYLLA finds the first energetically 
possible Auger transition from the levei '.a question, and assumes that all Auger occurs via 
this path. For thk elements acd levels covered by W, RYLLA considers the 5 most common 
transition groups, and uses the proper branching ratios. Specifically, 

K shell : LI.LI ; LI,LII ; Li.LEf ; LD,Lm ; Lni,Lffl 
LI shell : LIl,<x> ; Hn.MTV ; LUI,MV ; LHI,oo ; MI ,MSUM 

LD shell : LQI,MV ; Lffl,oo ; MH,MIJI; MII.MV; MIV,MV 
LlII shell : Mffl,MSUM ; MTH,,» ; MIV.MV ; MV,MV ; MV,oo 

where oo indicates a sum over all N and higher levels—the vacancy is assr med to be in the 
continuum; and MSUM indicates a sum over all :he M shell— the vacancy is assumed to 
be MIV. The branching ratios used depend on the element under consideration. 

Auger decay from 'evel L is thus modeled by 1 to 5 possible branches. For each branch, 
we multiply 6'7 by the branching ratio to get the number of events per DEP(l,K) event. 
The proper two new vacancies are entered into the appropriate, higher-numbered ACTN 
slots. The energy difference between the parent level and the two new ones is applied to 
the Auger electron, which increments the proper TS[ J, K) bin. 

Once both fluoresence and Auger decay have been completed from level L, the code 
loops on to the next higher level. When all elements and levels have been considered, then 
the deposition is done for the given photon bin /. RYLLA thus has generated, transported, 
and deposited any lower energy photons associated with a deposition from bin /. Finally, 
wheii RYLLA has looped over all pboton bins, the electron generation array TS[J,K) has 
been completed. 
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Electron Transport 

A slab thick enough to absorb x-rays will also impede the passage of the resulting 
photoelectrons, since electroi scattering cross-sections ara larger than x-ray absorptiou 
ones. Hence we cannot rest upon finding the ekctron birth distribution TS(/ IK'). Once 
created, an photoelectron can expect to undergo many scattering interactions before ar
riving at a slab surface (if it ever does). In the process it loses energy, as well as its initial 
direction. This section discusses how RYLLA transports electrons, finally arriving at the 
escaping ele< cron spectra. 

Start at the beginning, > e., the transport equation. Let f[r,E, ujdErf'u be the flux of 
electrons at location r, which arc within an energy spread dE and move within a direction 
spread (fi. The electrons have kinetic energy E, and move in direction u. They interact 
with matter via scattering strength E r . The electron source is S[T,E,ii)dE<Pu, We are only 
concerned with quasi-steady stata problems, as noted above, so we can write the steady 
5tate transport equation as: 

i -V / ( r , £ , , u )= / I £r(*,£* —£, i'- u)/(r,E',u')if-iidE' 
JE'Y ( (16) 
- J ^ E r ( r , E - E1, v. - i ')/(r, E, u ^ u ' i& + S(r,E, u) 

For our purposes, this general equation can be simplified substantially. Scattering will 
be assumed to be position- invariant, and to thus depend only on the electron energy and 
the direction change. The slab is assumed to be infinite transversely, so that only distance 
t matters. As a result of our simplifications in the treatment of Compton scattering, oaly 
one directior must be considered: 

tissii (17) 

The simplified transport equation becomes 

p-H-f(x,E,p)= f J •ZT{E--.E,u'b)/{X,E>,S)<Pi'dE' 
r f (IS) 

~!B- L E r ( £ : " * e , i f ' {t)f(*,E,n)d2i'dE' + S(x,E,v) 
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The total scattering strength Sr has two components. The first is elastic scattering 
E s and will be assumed to involve no energy change, but to change the direction of the 
electrons. Inelastic collisions also occur; KYLLA assumes that these involve DO direction 
change, but do produce a small energy loss from the primary electron. A low energy, multi-
eV, secondary electron is created but uot tracked. The division of Sr will be done as in W, 
with the inelastic scattering treated in the CSDA (continuous slowing down approximation), 
in which the electron energy is assumed to gradually decrease with increasing pathlength 
through the slab material: 

f^(£)<0 (10) 

By splitting scattering into elastic and inelastic parts, and by treating the latter via 
CSDA, we can rewrite the transport equation as 

± [W(E)f(x, E, »)\ + rjj-fa E, P ) = S(*, E, n) 
dfc <tx (20) 

+ j i t ZS(E, u' • * ) | / ( * , E, S) - f[x, E, P)]d*ii' 

The boundary conditions for the transport equation are: 

/ (0,E, , i>0)sfl {21) 

(22) / ( J L , E l P < 0 ) s O 

The units used in this formulation are 

E kev 

z cm' 

W kev em* 

E em* 

s # s 4m#eeJr«v*r 

I * I cm* ticket tt 

I'D first discuss the method used to solve Eqs. 20-22, and then the physical data used 
for W and E$. 
12 



It is convenient to define a new variabh r which at times will replace the energy E: 

(23) 
JE„.. 

e dB 
W 

This allows rewriting of the transport equation, suppressing obvious dependencies, as: 

% + "I = 5 + L W • WW - 'WK* " §?' ( 2 4 > 
The distribution / is a function of three variables: z, E, and p. As is traditional, we 

reduce the p dependence by expanding / as a polynomial in p. The expansion is said lo 
be of order L if the polynomial contains terms up to pL, i.e., has L + l coefficients. There 
are two common ways to represent the expansion, one by Legend re polynomials, and the 
other by specifying the polynomial at discrete values of p. The two procedures are formally 
equivalent for the slab problem; RYLLA will use the discrete-ordinate formulation. 

i+i 
/ (x ,£ , J I ) • £ / , ( * , r ) # , ( i O (25) 

i + i 
«..(„)= f [ JL-iw ( 2 6 ) 

( ' * * Pi - pk 

P~Pk 

We now can write the transport equation as 

£ / ' + « £ / ' = * + E * * / / - i g A . ! < ' < t + l (27) 

Here we've assumed that the p dependance of S(p) has been expanded as in Eqs. 2 r 

26. In RYLLA, we actually assume isotropic sources, so St is the same for all i. Now let -j 
specialize our choice of pt, the p values at which we solve for the distribution function /.-. 
We'll make three assumptions. The first is that L must be odd; this insures that there are 
an even number of p{. The second condition is that the pi values are chosen in ± pairs. 
They are ordered so that 

(in) = (PI, Pt, • - •, -p„ -^s, • • •) (28) 

The third assumption is the particular choice of the p, set; they will be zeros of the 
L+l jrder Legendre polynomial: 

f t + i M = 0 (20) 
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Once we have split the in set into positive and negative parts, we will do the same to 
the distribution functions /»: 

Uc) = {u„u2 u„t>2,...) (30) 

We can rewrite the transport equation as 

i* 
£»<+;!i~ui = Sl+,£(AhjUj + A2IJvj)-^ui U i (u) = 0 (31) 

?-vi-ILi§iv,=>St+Y.{rti,ut + A^m)-%vt tr,(l) = 0 (32) 

Here we'v° used the symmetry of the scattering kernel and our ordering of the m and 
/,• sets to permit the use of the same AltJ and A%i matrices in Eq. 32 as in Eq. 31. We've 
also assumed that S{n) = S(-ji), which is certainly the case for our isotropic sources. The 
integer U is defined by 

1 ' ^ ^ t i (33) 

I have tried two ways to difference Eqs. 31-32. The first method was introdi ced by 
Keller and Wendr-f. I51 This has good accuracy in the neighborhoo 1 of AT ca Az, but 
is poorer for both low at d high AT. The high AT limit implies that AE is large; clearly 
we expect problems if too few E bins are used. The loss of accuracy at low AT is more 
troubling. To avoid this problem, RYLLA uses a Feautrier-based 1*1 approach. This starts 
with a change of variables: 

j si(n+v) (34) 

h-}(»-vf (35) 

where we let u replace the vector of u, functions, etc. We can r»write the transport 
equations as 

£ j + M£h = S-Klj (36) 

£h + M£] = -K2h (37) 
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in these eolations, j ,h ,S are vectors, while M, K l and K2 are matrices; all are of r-ize V. 
The matrices are defined by: 

M,t = iniu (38) 

K\u = ^ B t f - A\tt - A2,j (39) 

K2,f = ^6u - A l y + A2tJ (40) 

Let's first difference this in r. Let m indicate the value of some quantity m at r„. Its 
value at r„_L will be denoted by m~, and the average over the rn--t to r„ interval is given 
by m'. We will use fully implicit r differencing, is recommended in M. 

1 = 7 ^ - : ( « ) 

7 ( j - j - ) + M ^ h = S ' ~ K l ' j (42) 

i ( h - h - ) + M ^ j = -K2 'h (43) 

Wc will now invert Eq. 43 for h, and substitute it into Eq. 42. This will result in a 
second or'ler equation for j : 

where 

h - ( 7 I + K 8 ' ) " [ - , h - - M A j ] (44) 

K 3 j - K 4 ^ j = KS (45) 

K 3 = - j I + K l ' (46) 

K4 = M( T I + K2')~ 1 M (47) 

K 5 = S' + 7 j - - M ( i I + K2') \ ^ h " (48) 
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Equation 45 is a second order equation, which can be differenced in 2 and solved by 
a forward and backward sweep, using the boundary conditions that a = 0 at z = 0, 
and that v = 0 at 1 = L Basically, RYLLA uses equi-sized Az zones, but for thick 
slabs, it exponentially fine-zones near the two slab boundaries. Once j is found from Eq. 
45, we substitute it into Eq. 44 and obtain h, which in the interior of slabs is generally 
smaller than j . Knowledge of j and h gives us all the A set, and hence through Eq. 25 the 
distribution function f(x, E, p). 

The information desired from RYLLA is the transported photoelectron distribution 
function at the two slab boundaries. The code first outputs their expansion coefficients as 
a function of electron energy. The actual edits are not of the /,-, bat the corresponding 
Legendre polynomial expansion coefficients, gt. These are related to /« by 

g = P - ' f (49) 

PIJ = PJ.i(lii) (50) 

where the vectors f, g, and matrix P are of size L+l. The distribution function is given 
in terms of the ge by 

£+1 
f(x,E,t>)= £ ftforJJViM (51) 

(— 1 

In addition to the complete distribution function at the two boundaries, RYLLA edits 
moments of this function. It also calculates the current emitted from each boundary as a 
function of electron energy: 

J0(E) = - 2 * J 0/(0, E, v)dp (52) 

Ji,{E) = 2rr ( pf{L,E. p)dv (53) 
Jo 

These have units of #/{cm2 seckev). Integrations over both E and n are done, and edited 
for each surface: 

NL = I JL[E)dE (54) 

pL = 2*f[ ?(.t/iL,E,rfatdB (55) 
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JV„ — f ME)dE (56) 
JE 

P0 = -2nfEf_^f[0,E,ii)d^dE (57) 

Now that we've discussed how to solve the transport equation, what physical data do 
we use when we do so? 

RYLLA uses two scattering parameters, the stopping power w(E), and the scattering 
cross-section E s . The stopping power used is taken from M: 

W = ^~;NtvQ{a) -= (58 

• - : ' 2a + s s 

where a is the dimensioniess energy 

and /, is the excitation potential, taken in RYLLA from Fig. 8d-4 in W. 

Before discussing the scattering cross-section used, let's develop the formalism neces
sary to go from the integral in Eq. 24 to the matrix of Eq. 27. This will be derived using 
a Legendre expansion, and then converted to the discrete ordinate form: 

w („) s jv s5(i. ;')[/M - AW.' (6i) 

The integral over u' can be replaced r>y one over the collision cosine (, and an azimuthal 
angle <?, defined as 

r = u • u' (62) 

^ = M f - v / ( l - / i 2 ) ( l - f = ) c o s # (63) 

Then, using the expansion of Eq. 51, we get 

" W = X > + I / / ^sU^PA^-PAd^di (64) 
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Use the addition theorem to replace ft(^'): 

JO 

We find tb.~* 

HW = -J2<><«K'P'M 

/—I • 

In Eq. 27, we defined a matrix A such that 

**(»,) = £ Mils 

Using the transformation of Eqs. 40-50, we can write 

A = - F K P ~ 

K(i^K,-Jti 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(60) 

(70) 

Specification of the scattering matrix A thus reduces to calculation of the moments of 
the scattering cross-section given by Eq. 67. 

It is common practice to use the screened Rutherford scattering cross-section l7'°l 

The screening angte /band by Malieee / , 0J is 

0 = 1 + a 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 
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An improved value for IJ can be used. I ! |l Unfortunately, both choices for r\ lead to 
poor at in the high Z, low E cases in which RYLLA may often be used; Kt values could be 
off by more than an order of magnitude i.» some cases of interest. 

As a result, RYLLA cannot afford to use the Rutherford cross-sections. Instead it uses 
relativistic Mott cross-sections, calculated by a sister code RCROSS. The cross-section 
used '"I is given by 

<rs = rS[M» + M*l ( 7 5 ) 

where u and p are scattering amplitudes calculated using a system of units in which the 
Bohr radius r0 is the distance standard, and e 2 /^ is the energy unit. Our electron kinetic 
energy and its wavelength are 

C = ™ (76) 
eVro 

* = «« + **• — T T - B 7 ( 7 7 ) 

The amplitudes u> and p are complex quantities which describe scattering of an electron 
through a polar angle £ and an azimuthal angle t>. They are calculated from a set of 
scattering phases ij„: 

2 , '* w = £ 10 + W" ~ *) + '(e 8 "- '- - l)]Pj(costf) (78) 

2 i tp = e<* £ [ ( * " » - ' - - ^ '" iP/fcos0) (70) 
j — I 

The # dependence disappears when we use Eq. 75; as expected, the scattering cross 
section only depends on trie polar angle 6. Obviously we need to find the scattering phases. 
This will be done using a relation from t l 3l 

Of 7 n 
f?'n = ^-j^[m,(Ar)cos , B -n, (*r)s inv»] , n = / , - ( - ! (80) 

where ( y has been used to denote differentiation by r. The mi and hi are Ricatti-Bessel 
functions defined by 

*4«)-^W«) l s i > 
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n,(*) = ^Y,+i(x) (82) 

The U*(r) is a potential given by 

where 0 is given by 

and the potentials v(Z,r) are taken from l"l for Z < 30, and from t1*! for Z > 30. The 
code RCROSS integrates Eq. 80, and then finds the cross-section from Eq. 75. This 
cross-section is used to calculate the moments of Eq. 67, whieh are written as a function 
of E mto a data file RDATA. 

The results from RCROSS can be compared to those calculated in l"l. Listed below 
are results for RCROSS [ denoted by Az ], and for Ref. [16] [ denoted by fl* ]; for Z of 13, 
47. and 79. The quantities compared are the single atom Kx values in units of A " . 

E Aii Bis An B<7 Aja BJB 

1 1.16_i 1.17-, 5 .07- , 5.10_, 6.78_! 6.69_, 
4 1.20_ 2 l.29-t 8.60,j 8,56_e 1.58_, i.5o_, 

18 1.16_j 1.16_s 1.07_a 1.06-s 2.33_2 2.2fl_2 

64 9.72_« fl.94_t 1.14_, 1.13-, 2.89_j 2.8<L3 

Clearly the agreement with l»l is satisfactory. The difficulty with the screened Ruther
ford cross-sections can be appreciated by considering the K\ found using the screening 
parameter of Eq. 73. For Z of 79 and for B values of 1 and 4 kev, we find Kt values of 
1.40_» and 1.26_z, respectively, which have no correlation with reality. But for a low Z, 
high B case such as Ai at 16 *e», wo calculate 1.1Q_S, which is quite good. 
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Code Verification 

RYLLA has been tested in two ways. Its electron transport package has been compared 
in the L = 1 case to two analytical solutions. The full code has been compared to two other 
photon-electron transport codes, SAJNDYL I"l and QUICKE2 (181. The transport package 
compares we!l to the analytical results, while the full code agrees well with the other codes 
when similar physics is applied. 

The L — 1 sourceless transport equation is 

~ + »o~ = .5K(v~u), u(O,r) = 0 (85) 

g - „ „ £ = .5tf(u-r), vU,f) = 0 (86) 

where ti = «,, » = (,, and Ma = 1/^/3. We assume that W(E) is constant, and that K = 
ffi(fi) is also constant. 

We will consider two different cases in which Eqs. 85-86 have analytical solutions. The 
first is the eigenmodes of a finite slab. The second case is for a uniform initial condition 
in s. semi-infinite slab. 

The eigentnodes of the system are of the form 

u = e~*rsinai (87) 

v = e-fr sin a(L-i) (88) 

where we require the constants a, 0 to be given by 

£ = ^ U + « * « £ ) (89) 

We start the RYLLA transport package with the r = 0 value of the eigenmodes and 
then let it propagate. At some r, we compare RYLLA's «(*,r) and v(x,r) to the analytical 
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results ot Eqs. 87SS, While doing these comparisons, I've found that except for small 
spikes near « and t> zero crossings, the fractionaj error is independent of x. Hence the error 
measure will be the value of the fractional error averaged over the slab. 

Consider two trials. In the first, we have L = 1, K = 2, and run to r = S. There is 
only one eigenmode in this case; it has a = 1.7143 and p = 0.8570. So by r = 5, the mode 
should have decayed to less than 1.4 % cf its initial value. When RYLLA is run with 100 
spatial zones and 200 energy zones, it has a final fractional error of 4.7 %. For a different 
regime, consider a L = 1, K = ICO case. This has many different modes; the fifth has 
a = 15.528 and 0 — 0.810. At r = 5, the mode has decayed to 1.7% of its initial value, 
With 100 spatial zones and 250 energy ones, the numerical solution has a 5.1% fractional 
error. In both cases, the error is much more sensitive to Ar than to Ai, and is primarily 
due to the use of a fully implicit difference scheme. 

The semi-infinite slab problem is more representative of the type of situation in which 
KYIiLA v.'ill be used. This type of problem has been treated ('••a°l using Marshak boundary 
conditions. In order to more directly compare these results with RYLLA, 1 have obtained 
the surface flux with the Mark boundary conditions, i.e., the set of Eqs. 85-88 

when u(z,0) = 1, v(r,G) = 1, and 70 and U are modified Bessel functions. 
The above relation can be compared to RYLLA's result for a thick slab. The numerical 

problem had K = 1, a thickness of 25.0, and a basic Az = 0.5, with a reduction of fourfold 
at the edges due to fine zoning. It was run with AT = 0.1. Save for the startup transient, 
where the incompatibility between the initial condition and the boundary conditions is 
being resolved, the agreement is manifestly very good. 

r Eq. 91 RYLLA 

0.0 0.5000 1.0000 
0.3 0.4652 0.5925 
0.6 0.4350 0.4222 
1.0 0.4007 0.3830 
1.5 0.3655 0.3703 
2.0 0.3368 0.2?34 
3.0 0.2932 0.2951 
4.0 02619 0.2633 
6.0 0.2199 0.2210 
8.0 0.1929 0.1937 
10. 0.1738 0.1744 
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The two codes commonly used at LLNL foi photon-electron problems are SANDYL 
and QUICKE2. SANDYL is a Monte Carlo code, so represents a fundamentally different 
approach to solving the electron transport than that used in RYLLA. From a user's view
point, SANDYL is harder to run than RYLLA, and does not directly edit the distribu
tion function. It can however be run in more general geometries than RYLLA, and more 
aptly models the transport of gamma-ray photons. The most fundamental problem with 
SANDYL is with its high 1 electron scattering cross-sections. Apparently N| cross-sections 
based on l , 8l have been placed into SANDYL, but the LLNL version still u s e s the poor 
screened Rutherford values, so that the SANDYL version locally available is not suitable 
for studying x-ray transport in high Z materials. 

QUICKE2 is a semi-analytical code. Its theoretical basis is provided r»J by £ = 1,2 
expressions similar to Eq. 01, which are numerically corrected to deal with the real-
life energy dependence of K\. Because these analytical results are for semi-infinite slabs, 
QUICKE2 can only be used when the electron range is small compared to the slab thickness. 
There are two other difficulties. As with SANDYL, the available LLNL versions use quite 
inaccurate high Z scattering cross-sections. The code also does not include the JW/dE term 
in the transport equation. The magnitude of the error induced by this primarily depends 
on the relative size of Kx and dWJdE. As a result, the omission is most damaging in the 
low Z regime. So the standard LLNL versions of QTJ1CKE2 cannot be trusted for x-ray 
interactions with any Z material; a QUICKE2 version with updated cross-sections would 
at least be valid for thick slabs of high Z material. 

Compare RYLLA, QUICKE2 and SANDYL in three cases or possible interest. The 
first is an A] slab: 75 mg/cm2 thick, 7 kev Planclcian x-ray input, 1 cal/icm* tec) 

Code No NL 

QU1CKE2 1.35 x 1012 4.90 x 10'* 
SANDYL 9.40x10" 3.60 x 10" 

RYLLA 9.64x10" 3.49 x 10" 
RYLLA' 1.29 x 1012 4.88 X 10" 

For Al, the scattering cross-sections used in QUICKE2 and SANDYL are close to those 
of RYLLA. As a result, we can expect good agreement between the SANDYL Monte Carlo 
code and the RYLLA transport code, and indeed get it. But the QUICKE2 results are 
substantially larger. This difference can be definitively attributed to its omission of the 
dWJdE term, i.e., the fact that QUICKE2 solves the wrong equation. In the RYLLA' run, I 
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zeroed out the €W/dE term in the RYLLA code and thereupon obtained excellent agreement 
with QU1CKE2. 

The other two comparisons are for hfgher Z materials, where the QUICKE2 and 
SANDYL cross-serticas are in error. Hence 1 do not expect RYLLA to agre? with them. 
Two salient questions are 1) How do QUICKE2 and SANDYL compare w'tt each other? 
and 2) How much difference do the cross-fictions make? Consider: 

Ag Slab: 10 mg/cm* thick, 7 ktv PlancJcJan x-ray input, 1 col/Jem1*") 

Code N0 NL 

QUICKE2 8.97 x 10» 3.03 x 10" 
SANDYL 7.14 x l O 1 1 3.98 x IO 1 2 

RYLLA 4.94 x 10 1 2 2.70 x 10 1 2 

An Slab: 5 mg/cmx thick, 7 kev Planckian x-ray input, 1 ati/(em!leec) 

Code No NL 

QUICKE2 1.66 x 10l* 9.58 x 10" 
SANDYL 1.S3 x 10» 1.04 x 10" 

RYLLA 1.07 x 10" 6.17 x 10 1 ! 

Since the JW'/dfH term is of less importance at high Z, we expect QUICKE2 and 
SANDYL to agree. With the exception ol /-;„ for Ag, the agreement is indeed good. RYLLA 
values are consistently iower than those of the other two codes. This is what we'ld expect to 
happen, since the in«tf«*-* kigh-Z cross-sections lead SANDYL and QUICKE2 to predict 
less scattering, and hence a more direct escape route for electrons. 
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Uaing RYLLA 

RYLLA juns on the Cray-1 computers at LLNL, and is available from the author. It is 
* an interactive code, with communication occuring via Octopus teletypes. Two of the input 

options require that an input file named JASON exist on dbk, while most ouuput b placed 
into two disk files, YILL for numerical data, and an FRTV file for graphics. When Mott 
scattering cross-sections are used, the data file RDATA must also be available on disk; this 
is also available from the author. 

The first input which RYLLA requests from the user is the input option specifying tbe 
x-ray spectrum. Tbere are currently 4 choices, denoted by integers 1 through 4. These 
options were described in the section on x-ray deposition; options 1 and 4 require an ASCII 
input file JASON, while options 2 and 3 require an additional line of teletype information. 
A fifth option, designated by integer 0, can be used; this allows the iser to alter various 
code default values. After these have been updated, RYLLA again asks for the input 
option. 

Once the x-ray spectrum has been determined, RYLLA needs to know the materia' 
composition to be modelled. It fitst asks tot tbe number of elements to be run, currently 
limited to 5. Then for each element, RYLLA asks for the Z and number fraction. The 
fractions need not sum to 1.0, as the code will renormalize. 

At this point RYLLA precalculates some atomic data, when done it asks for the slab 
thickness and the tilt between the beam and the slab. The thickness should be in gm/cm-, 
while the *ilt is given as sectf, ie 1.0 means normal incidence. 

Now RYLLA deposits the x-rays and generates the electron sovce distribution. Upon 
completing this task, it is ready to transport electrons, asking the user for the order of the 
discrete ordinate expansion to be used. This should be an odd integer, and is currently 
limited to 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, or 8. RYLLA does the transport and prints out a summary table 
described below. It then asks again for the desired solution order. By giving another 
integer, you can test the sensitivity to I. As a practical matter, 3 b a good choice. The 0 
value causes RYLLA to calculate with L= 1, but to make two plots for <ach E value; one 
is s(x), and the other has vi{x) and vv(z). To quit the transport section, enter an L value 
< 0. RYLLA will then ask for a new slab thickness; a 0.0 or negative value will terminate 
the code run. 

Most of RYLLA's output goes into a disk file named YILL. 
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The first lines of YILL specify some of the physics used, including the fluoresence and 
Auger data for the elements requested. This is fairly self-explanatory. 

RYLLA then describes the x-ray spectrum and the deposition: For each of the 200 
internal photon bins, RYLLA prints the energy [fcew], the total cross-section \cmzlgm\, 
the Compton cross-section \cm3jsm), the entering photons |#/(cm2Mc)], and the deposited 
photons [#/(cm*tec)]. Note that the photons are given in bin populations, not densities 
in energy space. Also note that the areas are slab areas, not referenced to the incoming 
beam. As was mentioned earlier, the Conipton cross section is zeroed out when < 0.2% 
of the total. 

RYLLA next describes the electron properties and generation spectra. For each bin, 
it prints the energy [kev\, the r [gm/cm*], the K, {tm*/gm), the W \kevcm3/fm), the dW/dE 
[em'/jm], and the generated i ctrons [#/(em !«e)]. 

Once RYLLA has found the flux coefficients everywhere it prints them out, actually 
printing g{(E) at both the front and back surfaces. So to get the full angular distribution 
of the flux [#/(cm 2«c *e»*r)|, you need only apply Eq. 51. 

RYLLA also prints out a summary table on the teletype 

PHTIN PHT ABS EL BORN EL OUTF EL OUTB 
NUM X X X X X 
E*N X X X X X 

The row labeled NUM gives values in #/(cm*«ec), while the E*N row gives powers in 
kev/(cmi

 iec). All areas refer to the slab, not the incoming beam. The PHT IN column 
describes the incoming beam of x-rays. The PHT ABS column gives the x-rays which are 
absorbed. For a thick slab, this may be greater than PHT IN, due to fluoresence photons. 
The EL BORN column summarizes the x-ray to electron conversion; it is usually greater 
than PUT ABS, due to Auger decay. The escaping electrons are given by EL OUTF ( front 
surface ) and EL OUTB ( back surface ). In these two columns, the E * N powers are the 
perpendicular components, i.e., Pa of Eq. 57, aDd PL of Eq. 55. The NUAt values are Na 

and NL-

Finally, RYLLA lists (among various aoning related data), /„(£) and / t (£ ) 
J#/(cm2 eeckev)] in columns labeled CURE and CURB. 

For each run, RYLLA produces graphs; one is the internal x-ray spectra used, with 
the beam-referenced (lux [#/{cm2«cit«/)] plotted against the x-ray energy. Then, when the 
transport is completed, RYLLA plots the electron current densities Jg{E) and JL{E). 
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SAMPLE RUN 

When running RYLLA, input to the teletype must be delimited by commas. To 
distinguish between code and user responses, I'll put user input in boldface. 

The sample run is a 7 tew Planckian spectrum, normally incident on a ,01 am/cm1 thick 
slab, composed of 00% Au and 10% Ag. 

RYLLA / T V 
ENTER INPUT OPTION 

2, 
ENTER TEMP and POWFR: KEV a d CAL/CM . *2/SEC 
7.,\., 
HOW MANY ELEMENTS'! 
2, 
ENTER Z and F FOR ELEMENT # 1 

47,1., 
ENTER Z and F FOR ELEMENT # 2 
79,8., 
ENTER THICKNESS and TILT 

.01,1. , 
ENTER ORDER OF SOLUTION ; ODD # .LE. 9 
1, 

PUTIN PHTABS EL BORN 
NUM 1.3827E+15 8.S443E + L4 1.2822E + 15 
E*N 2.6150E+16 1.1379E + L6 7.9811E + 15 
ENTER ORDER OF SOLUTION : ODD # .LE. 9 
3, 

PUT IN PHTABS EL BORN 
NUM 1.3827/1 + 15 8.Q443E + 14 1.2822E + 15 
E*N 2.G150E + 18 1.1379/?+16 7.9811E + 15 
ENTER ORDER OF SOLUTION : ODD # .LE. 9 
5, 

PHTIN PHTABS EL BORN ELOUTF 
NUM 1.3827E+15 8.9443E + 14 1.2822E + 15 1.0388E+13 
E»N 2.6I50E + 16 1.1379E+J6 7.9811E + 15 5.0770/?+13 

EL OVTF 
1.0276E+I3 
S.0542E+13 

ELOUTF 
1.0351E+13 
5.0480E+13 

EL OUTB 
4.1735E+12 
2.8610E+J3 

EL OUTB 
4.20OOE + 12 
2.8N5E + 13 

El OUTB 
4.2368E+12 
2.8S0SE+13 



ENTER ORDER OF SOLUTION : ODD # IE. 0 
- 1 . 
ENTER THICKNESS andTILT 
-l.t 

ALL DONE 

This example slab is thick to both photons and electrons. As a result, most of the 
incident photons are absorbed, but the output currents are much smaller than the number 
of electrons created. For this thick slab, the L = 1 level expansion is quite good. 
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